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Honda are considering adding Pivot Pegz to their official accessories range and have asked me 
to test some to assess their worth. 

 

You would have heard of these before. They are an Aussie made after market footpeg designed 
to replace your stock pegs. They run on a shaft and their design allows them to pivot a little 
forwards and backwards. 



 

 

The platform, or the bit you put your foot on, is larger than the standard Honda item which is a 
good thing. A larger surface area spreads the load on the sole of your boot and provides more 
comfort and control in itself. 



 

 

The pivoting function is the key though. They don’t pivot much, but enough to make a fair 
difference to performance over standard pegs. 



I found that Pivot Pegz were far superior in comfort to the standard items as the sole of your boot 
is far more often in full contact with the peg platform, spreading the load.  

With standard pegs, at times when your foot is angled, such as going up or down hills, only one 
thin edge of the standard peg will be in contact with your sole (there’s a joke there about one of 
my guides and his soul but I’ll leave that alone to protect Wayno). This thin edge will put more 
pressure on a small area of your sole and do two things: 

a) Reduce comfort 

b) Wear the sole out faster 

Feedback from other users of these pegs suggests improved boot sole life with the new pegs, 
which will offset the cost of the new pegs. 

I’ve found far greater comfort levels particularly when landing from jumps. A smoother more 
pleasant landing for my ankles. 

The other advantage I’ve noticed is more control with the rear brake, particulary when riding down 
steep and or rocky declines.  

I’ve also been thrashing a set that has been powder coated red to ‘Honda -ise’ them, but we’re 
unsure if they will make it into production looking like this. I’ll have a chat to them about the colour 
just in case they go for the paint job. They’ve done 24 hours of hard riding and haven’t come up 
too bad, but the red may or may not be available for you guys. 

Fitting was a ten minute job made easier by the simple instructions that accompanied the product. 
The manufacturer recommends servicing the pegs every 15 hours, but just like Honda’s 
recommended piston replacement program, I reckon you can safely extend this time! Servicing is 
a simple pull apart, clean and re - grease anyway, which is a ten minute job anyone can do. 

So, overall, I recommend this product, especially to someone having to replace their pegs 
anyway due to damage, but also to everyone else.  

If you have dodgy ankles or legs, these will make your life better. 

For the rest of us, more comfort, longer boot life and better brake control are always on the wish 
list.  

They will be available from your local Honda dealer in due course. 
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